BRAIN CAPACITY
BRAIN CAPACITY  by Judge Victor Fleming

Across
1 Planning to vote “yea” on
4 Vineyard, in Caen
7 Workers’ safety org.
11 Coolers in cars, briefly
14 Wide of the mark
16 Fort attacked by Goldfinger
17 Do seedy work?
18 Ushers to another row
19 Rib, for one
20 Word after Dead or Red
21 Start of a quotation by John Wooden
24 Have fewer points than
25 Troublesome tykes
26 French Riviera city
27 Honker
28 Sticky strip
30 More than a scuffle
31 One in 26-Across
32 Clock ticks, for short
33 Entrance feature
35 Part 2 of the quotation
39 Freedom from care
40 Cheeky
41 Sibling of Japheth and Shem
44 Like teardrops
47 ___ Hari
48 Columnist Maureen
49 Maui entertainment
50 Manual reader, say
52 B12 quantities
53 End of the quotation
57 Sister or mother, maybe
58 Not much, but some

59 Hooch
61 Philips of comedy
62 Change the wallpaper, perhaps
63 4:00 p.m. in London, perhaps
64 Hosp. workers
65 Was in a no-win situation?
66 One who’s sloshed
67 Soap opera workplace

Down
1 Christmas tree choice
2 Golfer’s cleek
3 Tourist’s stop
4 Swimming stroke
5 “Portnoy’s Complaint” author
6 Bear of the skies
7 “No problem here”
8 Jessica Fletcher, for one
9 Wagner of baseball
10 Jump on ice
11 Attack with vigor
12 Twist one’s arm
13 Al Jolson favorite
15 Violin varnish
22 Slightly sloshed
23 First month, to Felipe
24 Appointment book abbr.
28 Titleist supporters
29 Plot element?
30 Wyo. neighbor
32 Reprieve from the governor, say
33 “Up Where We Belong,” for one
34 Creole vegetable
36 Pre-natal
37 Eye-teasing images
38 Query from one looking at a family album
42 “Wow!”
43 Hosp. workers
44 Punch souvenir
45 Leaves time?
46 South American treeless plains
47 Grassy field
48 Start of a warning
50 “That’s ___ nonsense!”
51 Window cover
52 Old gold coin
54 Hog fat
55 Musical based on a T.S. Eliot book
56 Kitchen spread
60 Permitted

Vic Fleming is a district judge in Little Rock, Arkansas.
Answers are found on page 140.
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